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While carrying through economic and fiscal management that regards enhancing growth 

potential and advancing fiscal consolidation as being both inseparable and necessary, the 

Government must promote the creation of a new country as well as listening to voices of 

regions suffering from pain amid reforms and those who face various difficult situations. 

The Government should devote all its efforts to realize these new resolutions in the FY 

2008 budget and obtain people’s trust and understanding. 

 

1. Toward FY2008 budget formulation 

Under a new determination to accomplish reform, the Government must make the FY 

2008 budget fully meet the expectations of people with due consideration to those areas 

that have not yet seen the light of reform as well. The Government should set strict 

Guidelines for Budget Requests and advance firm expenditure reform with an emphasis on 

the following points: 

*The precondition of realizing the Integrated Reform of Expenditures and Revenues is 

thorough expenditure cuts. Maximum reductions in expenditure as a whole will be 

achieved at the central and local governments in line with the "Basic Policies 2006." 

*The budget formulation will appropriately respond to policy issues shown in the 

"Basic Policies 2007." To this end, the Government will  improve efficiency and 

make efforts for setting priorities in both intra-sector and cross-sector to allow the fruit 

of economic growth to prevail in each region and each level of society. 

*Disciplined fiscal management will be conducted by complying with the “principles 

of budget formulation” such as “a new expenditure increase should be financed by an 

expenditure cut in other areas in principle.” 



 

2. The current state and outlook of the Japanese economy and finance 

(1)Economic situation 

*In FY 2007, under the condition that the world economy will continue to recover 

steadily, the Japanese economic growth led by private demand is expected to continue 

as performance of the corporate sector will remain robust and household sectors will 

keep improving. The consumer price index (CPI) is seen to be lower than initial 

forecast. 

*In FY 2008, self-sustainable economic growth with price stability is thought likely to 

be realized (approximately 2.2% in real terms and approximately 2.6% in nominal 

terms).  

*At the same time, attention should be given to risk factors such as crude oil prices and 

overseas economic trends. 

 

(2) Fiscal situation 

*Considering the FY 2006 account settlement of the central government’s expenditures 

and revenues as well as estimate of local taxes, the ratio of the deficit in the primary 

balance of the central and local governments combined to GDP in FY 2006 is expected 

to be approximately 1.7%, similar to this January’s estimate. 

*The ratio of fiscal balance of the central and local governments combined that 

includes interest payments to GDP is projecting a heavy deficit of approximately 3.1%, 

indicating a still extremely tight fiscal situation. 

*Additionally, looking at the stock aspect, the ratio of government debt to GDP at the 

end of FY 2006 is estimated at approximately 142%, reflecting a strikingly severe 

condition among the major industrialized countries. 

 

(3) Prospect of medium-term economic and fiscal condition 

*If we look toward the prospect of medium-term economic and fiscal condition in 

future based on the current economic and fiscal condition, we recognize that drastic 

change of the prospect as unnecessary from the prospect indicated in the “Direction 



and Strategy for the Japanese Economy” and reference projection thereof this January. 

 

(4) Recognition of current situation 

*Taking into account the prospect of continuous economic recovery led by the private 

sector and the still severe fiscal condition as mentioned above, it is possible and 

indispensable to maintain efforts for fiscal consolidation in FY 2008 as well, and to 

realize maximum reductions of the expenditure as a whole.  

 

3. Outline of the FY 2008 budget 

(1) Public investment 

*From the viewpoint of promoting the autonomy and vitality of regional communities, 

strengthening Japanese growth potential, and ensuring safety and security through 

disaster prevention as well as disaster reduction measures, and so on, the Government 

is required to select truly essential public investment and further promote the 

prioritization and rationalization of public investment by way of eliminating 

bid-rigging, strictly reducing cost and so on. Thus, public investment cost should be 

reduced by 3% in nominal terms from the previous fiscal year. 

*The road development plan to be drafted within this year should be in accordance 

with the idea of public investment reform under the “Basic Policies 2007” and the 

“Concrete Measures regarding Review of Specific Tax Revenues Earmarked for 

Roads Projects” (Cabinet Decision on December 8, 2006). 

 

(2) Social security 

*In order to eliminate people’s distrust of pension management, etc., specific deadlines 

should be set. Newly required expenses for such measures should be handled in a way 

that avoids creating additional burdens on people. 

*The Government should consider a system which allows people to easily access and 

manage information, etc. of their own benefits and burdens, such as a social security 

card (tentative name). 

*In regard to health care, welfare and so on, the Government should ensure a stable 



supply of high-quality services which meet people’s needs including addressing 

shortage of doctors while setting priorities. 

*To realize targets specified by the “Program for Improving Quality and Promoting 

Efficiency in the Medical and Nursing Care Services” as well as promoting a review of 

medical fees, the Government should work on effective reform and reflect such an 

effort in the FY 2008 budget and thereafter. 

*On this basis, the Government should curb its general account for the central 

government by 220 billion yen (approximately 320 billion yen for the central and local 

governments combined).  

*Based on the “Program for Improving Quality and Promoting Efficiency in the 

Medical and Nursing Care Services,” the Government should show a path for 

achieving the “Basic Policies 2006” by the end of 2007. 

 

(3) Personnel cost of civil servants 

*Net personnel reduction of 5.7% or more should be conducted over the five years for 

both the central and local governments. 

*The Government should seek further personnel reduction by eliminating overlapping 

operations of the central and local governments and promote streamlining through 

measures such as a drastic review of the government’s local branch offices. 

*Wage structure reform including further reflection of the private sector wage in each 

region should be strongly promoted. From FY 2008, the local government should put 

feasible reduction into practice such as pay cuts for local civil servants engaged in 

skilled labor as their wage levels are said to be particularly higher than those of private 

sector employers. 

*Through these measures,  both the central and local government should conduct 

reductions in excess of slightly over 0.5 trillion yen combined by strongly advancing 

“Further Reforms”(approximately 2.6 trillion yen over five years) to be implemented in 

addition to “Reforms already Decided”(approximately 1 trillion yen over five years) 

stipulated under the “Basic Policies 2006.” 

 



(4) Other areas 

* The Government should ensure a steady implementation of area-by-area policies 

shown in the “Basic Policies 2006.” Strict Guidelines for Budget Requests comparable 

with last fiscal year’s should be set to realize maximum reductions. 

 

(5) Local finance  

*Carrying out maximum reductions for the expenditure as a whole keeping up with 

train of the central government. 

*Restricting general administration expenses (unsubsidized) in accordance with 

policies shown in the “Basic Policies 2006”, while reducing investment expenses 

(unsubsidized) by 3% in nominal terms from the previous fiscal year. 

* Making efforts to prevent the recurrence of the local government revenue shortfall 

(shared equally between the central and local governments) in local public finance 

program which was settled in FY 2007. 

* Taking appropriate measures in relation to local allocation tax in accordance with the 

“Basic Policies 2006”, while securing the total general revenues required for stable 

fiscal management such as local tax and local allocation tax, in conjunction with the 

above expenditure reductions, etc. 

*Pursuiting true decentralization with an eye to the system of a broader regional 

government (doshu-sei), consideration should be made for the central and local 

governments’ role sharing and the integrated reform of national treasury subsidies, 

local allocation tax and tax sources allocation, as well as local bonds. Whatever is 

feasible should be reflected in the FY 2008 budget. 

 

4. Toward fundamental tax reform 

The Government should launch full-fledged discussions on tax reform mainly at the 

Council on Economic and Fiscal Policy (CEFP), the Tax Commission, etc. and endeavor to 

realize fundamental reform of the taxation system, including the consumption tax. In this 

regard, the following viewpoints should be considered: 

 



(1) A whole taxation system  

Based on the Prime Minister’s consultation with the Tax Commission and the “Six 

pillars to be realized” under the “Basic Policies 2007,” the Councils would consider that 

whole taxation system should be.  

[Six pillars to be realized] 

i) Accelerating economic growth through innovation and an open economic system 

ii) Securing diversified lifestyles and economic activities  

iii) Ensuring equity between generations and within each generation 

iv) Creating sustainable and secure systems by designing tax and social security in an 

integrated manner 

v) Establishing true decentralization 

vi) Securing taxpayer trust and establishing a fair, efficient tax collection system  

 

(2) Multiple options with regards to social security, measures against the falling 

birthrate, etc. 

Conducting maximum reductions in line with the “Basic Policies 2006” and “Basic 

Policies 2007” is the precondition of realizing the Integrated Reform of Expenditures and 

Revenues. 

The “Basic Policies 2007” states that “shifting a burden onto future generations will be 

avoided by securing a stable supply of revenue source to cover the increase in burden 

caused by social security services and the declining birthrate that cannot be covered by 

thorough expenditure reform.” The Government should promote discussions on social 

security, measures against the falling birthrate and so on from the viewpoint of both sides of 

expenditures and revenues, while presenting multiple options mainly at the CEFP. 

In this regard, consideration should be made on securing a stable supply of revenue source 

for social security including the raise of state’s contribution to basic pension benefits and 

on achieving fiscal consolidation toward the mid-2010s.  



Economic Projection for FY 2008 (by Cabinet Office) 

July 22, 2008 
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The Cabinet Office has made an economic projection for FY2008 based on the latest economic 

indicators.  

Since the government officially approved its “Economic Outlook” in January 2008, we have 

experienced additional crude oil price hike, the U.S. economic slowdown and the appreciation of 

the yen. While the economic recovery appears to be pausing, weak movements are seen recently. 

Accordingly, the GDP growth rate for this fiscal year in both real and nominal terms will be well 

below the growth that the government expected in its last “Economic Outlook,” and the consumer 

price index will be above the level estimated in the outlook. Since the global economy is expected 

to make a comeback from slowdown and improve slowly in early 2009 in tandem with the U.S. 

economic pickup due to effects of the fiscal and monetary policies, and thanks to recovery in 

housing investment, the Japanese economy will also recuperate moderately. However, attention 

should be given to downside risks increased by the recession risk in the U.S. economy and hikes in 

crude and grain prices.  

  This projection is estimated independently by the Cabinet Office, and should not be regarded as 

a revision of the official “Economic Outlook”. 

 

 

   (%, approximate figures) 

 FY2007 

(Actual) 

FY2008 

(Economic Outlook) 

FY2008 

(Projection) 

Real GDP  1.6 2.0 1.3

Private consumption expenditure  1.4 1.3 1.0 

Private residential investment  ▲13.3 9.0 2.8

Private non-residential investment  0.0 3.3 0.6

Government expenditure  0.2 0.1 ▲0.3

Provisional translation



Government final consumption expenditure  0.7 1.1 1.1

Public-sector fixed asset formation  ▲1.8 ▲4.9 ▲6.4

Contribution of external demand  1.3 0.4 0.5

Nominal GDP  0.6 2.1 0.3

Unemployment rate  3.8 3.8 4.0

Industrial production  2.6 2.2 0.8

Domestic corporate goods price index  2.3 0.6 4.1

Consumer price index (total)  0.4 0.3 1.7

GDP deflator  ▲1.0 0.1 ▲1.0

 

(Note 1)  The Japanese economy mainly consists of private activity and is influenced by unforeseeable 

market fluctuations and other changes, especially those in the international environment. 

Accordingly, main economic indicators above should be recognized as being subject to 

upside and downside risks to some extent. 

(Note 2)  Figures other than the unemployment rate are changes from the previous fiscal year.  

(Note 3)  The projection is based on the predetermined economic and fiscal policies and the 

assumptions shown below. These assumptions are neither projections nor forecasts of the 

Cabinet Office.  

1. Exchange rate (yen/dollar):  106.3 yen/dollar (Annual average for fiscal 2008) 

(111.2 yen/dollar at the time of making the last “Economic Outlook”) 

The exchange rate is assumed to stay constant at 106.9 yen/dollar (monthly average for 

June, 2008) in July 2008 onward. 

2. Crude oil import price (dollar/barrel):  127.3 dollar/barrel (Annual average for fiscal 

2008) 

(83.0 dollar/barrel at the time of making the last “Economic Outlook”) 

 The crude oil import price is assumed to stay constant at 132.9 dollar/barrel (value 

including the monthly average spot price of Dubai for June, 2008 and freight and 

insurance) in July 2008 onward. 


